PHOTOGRAPHICA
The following photographs represent the use of
photography for advertising purposes, often for
the photographer and/or his/her studio. In
other cases, photographs were used to
advertise a particular business, product,
persons in the public eye, artwork (like
paintings), or theatrical performances – and the
list goes on.
Formats for such advertising using photographs
to help tell or sell include standard sizes (CDV,
cabinet, and boudoir), as well as business card
and trade card sizes. Upon occasion, other,
larger formats were used.
19th century advertising photographs are usually
VERY RARE and avidly sought after by collectors,
institutions, and researchers. The pieces
described here represent one of the largest
selections of Western advertising photographs
offered to the marketplace in many years.
The images are arranged by photographer
name when known. Otherwise they are listed
under Anon.
317. [Anon] Composite cabinet photograph of
ten scenic views promoting Inwood Farm in
Sonoma, County, California. No photographer
identification. Text on back describes the
virtues of staying at Inwood Farm in northern
California. “An ideal Summer Home in the midst
of the picturesque redwoods of Sonoma county,
situated four miles west of Sebastopol, on the
San Francisco and North Pacific Railroad. The
drive from that point to Inwood is over a rolling
country, comprising much varied and beautiful
scenery… The building and its furnishings are all
that could be desired to make guests
comfortable and feel at home. Good beds, airy
and sunny rooms; also a bath room…. The farm
is devoted to the raising of fruit and fresh
vegetables. The table is supplied with an
abundance of fruit, fresh eggs, cream, butter

and milk; good home cooking… Board including
room, $8.00 per week. Transportation of
baggage, 50cts… Address: Fred N. Sheldon,
Sebastopol, Cal.” Small loss of text on several
words towards the right side of the back, but
overall in VG+ to Fine condition.
318. [Anon] Composite photograph of 16
different surveyor’s instruments as an
advertising trade card for “John Roach, /
Instrument Maker / 429 Montgomery Street /
San Francisco, Cal.” The 5” x 3 ¼” card has the
description and price list for the instruments
printed on the back side. The instruments
include transits, compasses, Y levels, English
and American Dumpy levels, and a compass
tripod. John Roach (1813-1891), a native of
Ireland, is listed as early as 1833 as a scientific
instrument maker in New York. He continued
his work as a maker of optical and photographic
lenses and surveying instruments there until he
moved to San Francisco circa 1855. For the next

36 years he was known throughout the West
and abroad for his surveying equipment. He
issued catalogs and was favorably mentioned in

house of Bradley & Rulofson, 429 Montgomery
Street, SF, circa 1876-1877. The front collage
also showed a card that read, “The Philadelphia
Gold Medal Awarded to Bradley & Rulofson, for
the Best Photographs in the United States”.
Also included in the photo is the note that
Bradley & Rulofson’s gallery was the only one in
the world with an elevator connected with it.
The back side is completely filled with text
regarding their Gold Medal at Philadelphia in
1876, including testimonials, several dated from
late that same year, which places the
publication date of this advertising piece
toward the end of 1876 or early 1877. The back
side bears a partial ink stamp at the bottom of
the card below the text indicating that
sometime in the past it came from The Archives
for the Performing Arts. This piece is in
Extremely Fine condition, sharp and bright.
320. [Bradley & Rulofson] “Bradley &
Rulofson’s / Celebrated Yosemite Views”, circa
mid-1870s. This photograph, on a cabinet sized
mount, is a composite of nine different views of

scientific and mining journals of the times. He
died in San Francisco in 1891. His business was
carried on by one of his long-time employees.
319. [Bradley & Rulofson] Advertising cabinet
photograph featuring a montage of over 40
different photos demonstrating the variety of
subjects being offered by the photographic
Yosemite. Most likely this piece is advertising
the Yosemite photos taken by Muybridge in
1872. If so, that would date this advertising
photo in the mid-1870s. The imprint on the
back side of the mount reads, in part, “You are
cordially invited to an inspection of our
Immense Collection of Photographs, Drawings,
Celebrities, Stereoscopic Views, Landscape
Views of the Whole Pacific Coast. Among them
we have over 800 different points of interest of
the Yosemite Valley and Falls alone”. Bradley &

Rulofson’s studio address was 429 Montgomery
Street, San Francisco. There are stains on the
reverse side of the mount, apparently from
being laid down at one time. However, the
imprint text is all readable.

the focal point of the rendering with the other
mentioned buildings around it. Attached to the
back of the cabinet card is a 4-page advertising

321. [Bradley & Rulofson] “Men of Mark”,
1876. This photograph, on a cabinet sized
mount with Bradley & Rulofson’s San Francisco
attribution within the image, is a composite of
119 “persons of distinction on the Pacific Coast,
also embracing many persons of note who have
visited California since 1849, - statesmen,

noblemen, artists, authors, and others, whose
talent, culture, wealth or birth give them right
among the celebrated of the world…” Included
are Bishop Kipp, Stanford, Ralston, Mark Twain,
Haight, Bret Hart, Flood, Harry Meigs, H.H.
Bancroft, and, of course, “Wm. H. Rulofson,
“The” Photographer”! Definitely a who’s who
on the Pacific Coast at the time. The back side
of the mount has a printed Key to all 119
portraits plus a few accolades praising Bradley
& Rulofson for this “work of art”. The
photograph was copyrighted by the Library of
Congress in 1876. The back of the mount shows
some toning which does not affect the printing
of the Key.
322. [Bradley & Rulofson] Advertising cabinet
card picturing a rendering of the “Palace Hotel,
/ Warren Leland, Lesee, / San Francisco” along
with “Hibernia Bank”, “Grand Hotel”, and “New
Building designed for / Bradley & Rulofson’s Art
Gallery”, circa 1875-1878. The Palace Hotel is

piece published by Bradley & Rulofson with
three pages devoted to a description of the
Palace Hotel and a fourth page of glowing
testimonials to the photographs offered by
Bradley & Rulofson. Although the piece was
entered in the Office of the Librarian of
Congress in 1875, the testimonials included
date as late as May, 1876. There is a period
penciled date of “May 10th ‘78” on the back
page of testimonials. To find this photo with
the 4-page piece in Fine condition still attached
is extremely rare!
323. [Davies, George W.] Advertising card with
a photograph of a young child dressed in Asian
(Chinese or
Japanese?)
clothing and
holding an
umbrella, circa
1890s. The 4
1/8” x 2 7/8”
heavy card
advertises the
photographer
George W.
Davies (18551929) whose
gallery was
located at the
N.W. corner of 3rd and Morrison streets, over
Golden Rule Bazaar, Portland, Oregon. Around

the borders of the photograph is further
advertising: “’Persian Tints’ and ‘Ivoryette’, the
Latest”; “Take your Babies to Davies”; and “Our
Work Excels all Others”. The back side is blank.
Davies previously worked with several Portland
photographers before opening his own studio in
1880, according to an 1898 Portland city
directory ad. He was located at the address of
this card between the years 1891-1898. His
1929 obituary in the Oregonian (4 Feb 1929)
gave his place of birth as San Francisco (10 Nov
1855) and that he had come to Portland 62
years prior to his death, circa 1867. [Robinson]
324. [Houseworth & Co] Beautifully printed
cabinet size advertising card for Mutual Life
Insurance Company of New York with a small
photo by Houseworth & Co of a woman applied
on the front. Both sides and the bottom of the

card also advertises Houseworth’s photographic
studio, his Pebble Spectacles, and announces
that the New York artist S.P. Wells was at his

studio at No. 9 Montgomery Street, San
Francisco. The text was attractively printed in
red and blue with gilt border decorations by
Francis & Valentine, 517 Clay Street, San
Francisco. The back side is blank.
325. [Houseworth, Thomas, & Co] Celebrity
Book Mark featuring a miniature photo of
Jennie Lee on the front issued by Thomas
Houseworth & Co.,
12 Montgomery
Street, San
Francisco, circa
1874. The
bookmark is on
heavy, purplecolored stock
measuring 5” x 1 ½”,
printed on both
sides. The woman
in the photograph,
Jennie Lee (18591930), was an
English-born stage
actress, singer, and
dancer. She
performed in
several different San
Francisco theatres
between 1873 and
the time she left
California in 1875.
On the image side
the text states that
“Houseworth has attained such perfection in
Photographs, that all celebrities have their
portraits taken by him to insure a correct
likeness… all who have seen the exquisite finish
and the artistic position of his portraits testify
that they have never been excelled anywhere.”
On the reverse side, the text mentions the
medals Houseworth was awarded from the
Paris and Vienna expositions of 1867 and 1873,
respectively; hypes his portraits done in various
media; says he copies old pictures and makes

them better than the originals; and proclaims
he gives special attention to children’s pictures.
Upper right corner shows a small amount of
purple paper loss, o/w this advertising
bookmark is in Fine condition.
326. [Houseworth, Thomas, & Co] Trade card
with a photo montage of six California scenes
on the front advertising the photographic firm
of Thomas Houseworth & Co., circa 1868-1872.
Besides the six views on the front, the mount

borders read “Pacific Coast Scenery, / by /
Thomas Houseworth & Co., 317 and 319
Montgomery Street, S.F.” The six scenes in the
montage include three of Yosemite, two
relating to the Big Trees, and a head-on view of
Houseworth’s building in San Francisco. The
back has a printed message: “Compliments of
Thomas Houseworth & Co. / You will be
Interested and Pleased by a visit to our
Establishment. We have a collection of over
3000 Photographic Views of California and
other Scenery, embracing the YoSemite Valley,
Mammoth Trees, Geysers, White Sulpher [sic]
Springs, Great Overland Railroad, Hydraulic &
Placer Mining, Calistoga Springs, Lake Tahoe,
and Views of all parts of the World; besides
many other objects of peculiar interest to
Srangers… Respectfully, Thomas Houseworth &
Co., Landscape Artiste,… The Largest
Photographs of Yo-Semite, Big Trees & Etc. size
22 x 28 inches reduced to $2.50”. The
mammoth plate views referenced of Yosemite
were probably taken by Charles Leander Weed
prior to 1864. This advertising card dates

between 1868 (the year George Lawrence
retired from the company) and 1872 (the year
Houseworth moved his business to 9
Montgomery Street).
327. [Houseworth, Thomas, & Co] Trade card
with a photo montage of a number of
celebrities, works of art, and California scenes
on the front advertising “Houseworth’s
Photographs”, circa late 1870s. Besides the 20
different images in the composite photograph
on the front, Houseworth’s address is given as
12 Montgomery Street. He moved to that
address in 1876 and continued there until the

late 1880s. A portrait of “Houseworth, the
Photographer” is featured near the center of
the montage. The entire back side of the 5 ¼” x
3 1/8” card is filled with text about prices, how
to order, a “Beware of Copies” statement, and a

mention of the availability of catalogues of
views that could be sent to potential customers.
This is another rare West Coast advertising
piece for one of the most prolific distributors of
photographs in the last half of the 19th century.
The piece appears to have been removed from
an album which has resulted in the loss of a few
letters in the reverse side text; upper right
corner of mount has been chipped off; and
there is a ¼” crease along the left side border
about one third the way down. None of those
condition issues affect the value of this great
card.

written in the negative. Back side is filled in to
entitle A.F. Zech of Vallejo to a sitting for his
photograph with Rieman & Co. George B.
Rieman worked for Bradley & Rulofson in 1876
before going out on his own with various
partners from 1880-1886. He later worked in
the studio of I.W. Taber. He was a partner with
Forrest S. Chadbourne in Reiman & Co circa
1882-1886.
329. [Taber, Isaiah West] Cabinet card view by
I.W. Taber, 8 Montgomery Street, San
Francisco, advertising the Kiralfy Bros. “Excelsior
Co.” / “Excelsior” performance, 1884. The front

328. [Rieman & Co.] Invitation for a sitting for
a Knights Templar photo at Rieman & Co.,
Photographers, 26 Montgomery St., San
Francisco, circa 1880s. Pink CDV size card with

a real photo of a child standing in a doorway
with the advertisement “Riemans / Childrens /
Pictures / 26 Montgry St / opp. Lick House”

lower margin of the view indicates that the
“Photo [was taken] by Electric Light on the
Taber Dry Plate”. The back side of the mount
bears an image of Taber’s portrait studio,
promotes his view department, and has an
1884 I.W. Taber copyright declaration within an
oval. The image on the front is a view of an
elaborate stage setting for the play with dozens
of actors / actresses in costume. The two
Kiralfy brothers, born in Hungry, were
successful in putting on theatrical productions
in Europe before they came to America in 1869.
The brothers wanted to present a visual
extravaganza of scenery, dance and music with
a production of “Excelsior”, a tribute to the
technological progress of mankind. In an effort
to create an extraordinary scene at the end of
the musical ballet that featured an allegorical
scene between the forces of Light and Darkness
where, at the end, the heroine Light triumphs
over the villain, Darkness. To accomplish this,

the Kiralfy brothers sought the help of Thomas
Edison to think about how they could use
incandescent lighting at the end of the
performance as a symbol of Light’s triumph
over Darkness. Edison accepted the challenge
as a way to
promote his
invention and
helped light the
finale with the
illumination of
over 500 light
bulbs attached
to the costumes
of dozens of
dancers and to
the scenery
props. In addition, each chorus girl was given a
wand with a small bulb at the end and had
batteries placed in the corsets of their
costumes. Edison installed a 55-volt dynamo in
the theatre to generate the power for the effect
for the performance’s initial run in New York in
1883. After New York, the musical toured
major cities throughout America, including San
Francisco in April, 1884. This production and its
use of Edison’s electric lighting would transform
modern entertainment. Citing Wilmeth &
Bigsby’s The Cambridge History of American
Theatre / Vol 2: 1870-1945 (Cambridge
University Press, 1999), “Electric light would
radically change and stage lighting and the
principles of scenic design. Even more
significantly, electricity soon provided a whole
new system for delivering entertainment, with
the invention of the motion picture camera,
film, and projector. “Excelsior” , which featured
visual rather than verbal storytelling, became
the model for a series of grand spectacles of
light and motion…”
330. [Taber, Isaiah West] Cabinet card view of
a montage of 25 images by Taber relating to the
promotion of the Great Burlington Route (the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and Hannibal &

St. Joseph railroads); prominent men of
California, the West, and the world; and
California and Taber’s photographic parlors,
circa 1880s. The montage includes a view of
the Grand Passenger Depot at Chicago,
buildings and scenes in San Francisco and
California, and
portraits of
many of the
who’s who of
the time:
Stanford,
Huntington,
Crocker,
Villard, US
Grant,
Sherman, King
Kalakaua of
Hawaii, and
T.D. McKay,
the General

Railway and Steamship Passenger Agent, 32
Montgomery Street, San Francisco. The card
was given out “With the Compliments of T.D.
McKay” which is printed on the bottom border
of the mount. Text on the reverse of the card,
printed in black, red and gold, relates to the
railroad agent’s services in California, which
included “Special attention shown to Australian,
New Zealand, and China Passengers” and
“Tickets furnished to Yosemite Valley, the
Geysers, and all Pleasure Resorts”. The
Burlington Route advertised that it was the
“Most direct route – shortest and quickest –
between San Francisco and New York”.
331. [Taber, Isaiah West] “Souvenir / of / Gen.
Grants Tour / Around the World / 1877, 1878,
1879”, copyrighted by Taber in 1879. This
photograph, on a cabinet card size mount with
Taber’s San Francisco, California address, is a

composite of thirteen different views of people
and places connected with the tour, plus

individual images of General and Mrs. Grant.
Included in the 13 other views is an image of
Taber’s Photographic Parlors at 8 Montgomery
St., SF, “Visited by Gen’l Grant While in San
Francisco”, plus two others showing the
exterior of the Palace Hotel in SF and the
interior of the Grants’ apartment while staying
at the Palace Hotel. The contrast is a little light
and there is a black substance on the surface of
the image at the upper right corner of the
mount; o/w this “Souvenir” photograph is in
Near Fine condition.
332. [Winter, Clarence L.] Lot of two (2) CDV
size advertising cards with photos of young
children issued as souvenirs from the Winter
Photo Company in
Eugene, Oregon,
circa 1890s. The
mounts are orange
with the front side
advertising that
“Their [the Winter
Photo Company’s]
Family Groups,
Children, and the
Babies by the
Instantaneous
Process are now a
Success”. The reverse side is imprinted with a
message which reads, in part, “The Winter
Photo Company credits its success in the
Photographic Art to
the careful, studious
management of
every detail, to the
judicious use of
nature’s pencil –
light, and to the real
merit of it
productions. Try the
new Celluloid
Picture…” The
Winter Photo
Company was the

successor firm to that of the pioneer
photographer John A. Winter who was taking
photos throughout the Willamette Valley of
Oregon as early as the mid-1860s. By around
1890 he had turned his business over to his son
Clarence. Clarence, with the assistance of Sue
Dorris, operated the Winter Photo Studio in
Eugene for about fifteen years before moving to
Portland. Each of the cards bears a different,
beautiful view of a young child. As advertising
promotional tools, the sharpness of these photo
cards certainly would have convinced many
families to have their portraits taken by this
studio!

Enlargement of the Bradley & Rulofson
advertising cabinet card, Lot # 319. [↓]

